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Anti-government protesters clash with security forces in Caracas (55)
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A woman with toothpaste under her nose to help with the effects of tear gas fired by security forces holds a sign that reads in Spanish "Get out Maduro," referring to Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro, in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. Security forces have fired tear gas against protesters in a poor neighborhood near the presidential palace after an apparent uprising by a national guard unit. (AP Photo/Ariana Cubilos)
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National Police work to disperse anti-government protesters shortly after a mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. Security forces have fired tear gas against protesters in a poor neighborhood near the presidential palace after an apparent uprising by a national guard unit. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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Residents protest in support of a mutiny by a national guard unit and against Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. Security forces have fired tear gas against protesters in a poor neighborhood near the presidential palace after an apparent uprising by a national guard unit. (AP Photo/Ariana Cubilos)
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An anti-government protester throws an object at security forces as some residents show support for an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Ariana Cubillos)
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Anti-government protesters stand amid tear gas as they face off with security forces and protest in support of an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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National Guard soldiers stand by after an apparent mutiny by fellow guards was put down in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. The disturbance started after a group of men dressed in military fatigues and carrying assault weapons published a series of videos on social media saying they won't recognize President Nicolas Maduro's government. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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Residents feeling the effect of tear gas watch anti-government protesters clash with security forces after an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Ariana Cubillos)
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A roadblock set up by anti-government protesters burns during clashes with security forces after an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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An anti-government protester affected by tear gas, fired by security forces, holds a Venezuelan flag during a show of support for an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Ariana Cubillos)
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Anti-government protesters face off with security forces as they show support for an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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An anti-government protester yells during clashes with security forces as some residents show support for an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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Anti-government protesters show support for an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Ariana Cubillos)
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A Venezuelan flag hangs from a home in the Cotiza neighborhood where anti-government protesters clash with security forces after an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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National Guard soldiers stand by after an apparent mutiny by some fellow guards in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. The disturbance started after a group of men dressed in military fatigues and carrying assault weapons published a series of videos on social media saying they won't recognize President Nicolas Maduro's government. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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Anti-government protesters face off with security forces as they show support for an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Ariana Cubillos)
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Anti-government protesters clash with security forces as they show support for an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. The uprising triggered protests which were dispersed with tear gas as residents set fire to a street barricade of trash and chanted demands that President Nicolas Maduro leave power. (AP Photo/Ariana Cubillos), APTOPIX
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Anti-government protesters run during clashes with security forces as they show support for an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Ariana Cubillos)
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Residents watch anti-government protesters clash with security forces as some residents show support for an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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Anti-government protesters clash with security forces as they show support for an apparent mutiny by a national guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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A loyal National Guard soldier looks out to the street from behind his base's wall after an apparent mutiny by some of his fellow guards in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. The disturbance started after a group of men dressed in military fatigues and carrying assault weapons published a series of videos on social media saying they won't recognize President Nicolas Maduro's government. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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Anti-government protesters create burning roadblocks during clashes with security forces, as they show support for a mutiny by a National Guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. Venezuela's government said Monday it put down the mutiny. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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Anti-government protesters clash with security forces as they show support for a mutiny by a National Guard unit in the Cotiza neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. Venezuela's government said Monday it put down the mutiny. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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Roadblocks set up by anti-government protesters block a street in the Cotiza neighborhood during clashes with security forces as some residents show support for a mutiny by a National Guard unit in Caracas, Venezuela, Monday, Jan. 21, 2019. Venezuela's government said Monday it put down the mutiny. (AP Photo/Fernando Llano)
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Armoured cars remain in front of Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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Armoured cars remain in front of Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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People protest around the Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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Members of the Bolivarian National Guard trough tear gas againts protesters near the Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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People protest around the Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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People protest around the Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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Members of the Bolivarian National Guard remain inside Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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Members of the Bolivarian National Guard trough tear gas againts protesters near Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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Protesters demonstrate against Venezuela's president Nicolas Maduro in front of the Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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Protesters demonstrate against Venezuela's president Nicolas Maduro in front of the Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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Protesters demonstrate in front of the Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro. (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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Protesters demonstrate in front of the Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro. (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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Partial view of the Cotiza Bolivarian National Guard headquarter in Caracas, Venezuela on January 21, 2018. - Venezuela military group calls in video for not recognizing Maduro. (Photo by YURI CORTEZ / AFP)
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Anti-government demonstrators clash with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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Anti-government demonstrators clash with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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An anti-government demonstrator clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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An anti-government demonstrator clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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Anti-government demonstrators run during clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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An anti-government demonstrator clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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Anti-government demonstrators set a barricade during clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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An anti-government demonstrator throws a Molotov cocktail during clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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An anti-government demonstrator shows a rubber bullet wound during clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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Anti-government demonstrators and neighbours run during clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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An anti-government demonstrators throw Molotov cocktails during clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Federico PARRA / AFP)
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An anti-government demonstrator throws a Molotov cocktail during clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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A woman looks from a window as anti-government demonstrators clash with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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Anti-government demonstrators set a barricade during clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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An anti-government demonstrator is wrapped in a Venezuelan national flag during clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Federico PARRA / AFP)
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Anti-government demonstrators clash with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Federico PARRA / AFP)
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An anti-government demonstrator holds a placard reading "Article 350. Down with the Dictatorship!" during clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Federico PARRA / AFP)
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An anti-government demonstrator walks near a barricade during clashes with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Federico PARRA / AFP)
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Anti-government demonstrators clash with police and troops in the surroundings of a National Guard command post in Cotiza, in northern Caracas, on January 21, 2019. - A group of soldiers rose up against Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro at a command post in northern Caracas on Monday, but were quickly arrested after posting an appeal for public support in a video, the government said. (Photo by Federico PARRA / AFP)
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